Research suggests that both personality disorder (PD) and normal personality change as systems of variables (e.g., the general factor of PD), rather than as individual variables (e.g., neuroticism). Consequently, understanding PD and normal personality as multidimensional systems may yield additional insights over traditional single-variable approaches. Normal personality change has been attributed to increase across adaptive traits (i.e., the maturity principle), suggesting that shifts in the overall magnitude of construct expression plays a role in systemic change. We examined the extent to which total ipsative, system-level change was accounted for by shifts in the overall level of constructs (i.e., severity/maturity) as well as shifts in the configuration of PD and normal personality (i.e., style) across self-report and structured interview. Results demonstrated that overall change in PD and normal personality measured via self-report reflected both stylistic and severity change, whereas structured interview of PD primarily reflected shifts in profile severity.
One limitation to understanding personality disorders (PD) may result from the diagnostic criteria confounding presentation of PDs (i.e., style) with the magnitude of the pathology (i.e., severity; Hopwood et al., 2011) . From a multidimensional profile perspective, severity represents overall elevation of a profile across constructs (e.g., the 10 PDs) and style represents relationships between constructs within the profile. Distinguishing severity from style has empirical support. Confirmatory factor analyses have supported bifactor models with a general factor underlying all PDs as well as more specific stylistic factors that have differential links to particular PDs (Jahng et al., 2011; Sharp et al., 2015) . Hopwood and colleagues (2011) demonstrated that severity and stylistic factors in PD expression differed in their associations to general, social, work, and leisure functioning. Although style improved prediction of functioning, severity was the best predictor overall. Wright, Hopwood, Skodol, and Morey (2016) similarly reported that reduction in the general severity factor underlying all PDs was most closely linked with improvements in overall functioning. Indeed, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition's (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013 ) alternative model of PDs was one attempt to separate severity and style, with Criterion A operationalizing PD severity, and Criterion B as a descriptor of PD style expression. This taxonomic approach parallels a number of theoretical traditions (Kernberg, 1984) . The current study follows from these quantitative, taxonomic, and theoretical attempts to differentiate severity and style in PDs using an ipsative, multidimensional profile approach.
When examining PD change from a dimensional perspective, results are similar to normal-range personality traits: Short-term stability is high but greater change occurs over longer intervals (Clark, 2007) . This evolution seems not to vary by PD; rather, PDs tend to decrease at similar rates across patients over time (Lenzenweger, Johnson, & Willett, 2004) . Independent, yet comparable shifts across diagnoses, combined with evidence for a general factor underlying all PDs, suggests that personality pathology tends to change as a system within individuals. This raises the question whether this systemic change reflects declines in the severity of the pathology, reconfigurations in the style of the pathology, or a combination of both.
Differentiating the contribution of severity and style change in longitudinal studies of PD necessitates a system-focused, multidi-mensional profile approach rather than the more commonly used variable-focused analyses. Indeed, Hopwood and colleagues (2011) argued that the confounding of severity and style within individual diagnostic criteria necessitates a profile-based approach. One way of measuring multidimensional profile change is through ipsative analyses, in which an individual's profile is compared with itself over time. In Cronbach and Gleser's (1953) approach, for example, the same person's profile is compared with itself at two time points, considering differences in overall mean and shifts in the configuration of the variables in the profiles. Severity change is represented by shifts in the overall mean of a profile across all constructs, whereas style change reflects changes in the relationships between scales. For example, if an individual met six dependent PD criteria at baseline, and four at follow-up, her profile would show a severity decrease, whereas the pathology style remained the same (i.e., dependency). On the other hand, if an individual met four avoidant criteria at baseline, but four histrionic criteria at follow-up, his overall severity did not change, but the style of his or her pathology did-a shift from characteristic avoidance to exhibitionism.
Only two studies have considered ipsative stability of PDs. Samuel and colleagues (2011) asked clinicians to rate their clients on PD and normal personality twice over six months, demonstrating modest change in both systems. Although they did not distinguish sources of change, the authors conclude that, over the course of therapy, overall, PDs generally declined and normal personalities became more adaptive. Those with greater personality pathology tended to show more ipsative change. The second study found that change in overall PD scores was less pronounced than change in any given PD score (Johnson et al., 2000) . However, this second study used intraclass correlations, a method which similarly does not allow for understanding sources of profile change.
There is evidence for similar, systemic change in normal personality. The maturity principle (Roberts & Mroczek, 2008) describes a process in which adults tend to become more agreeable, conscientious, and emotionally stable over time (Roberts, Caspi, & Moffitt, 2001 ). This maturing process results in individuals being more adapted to their environments (Donnellan, Conger, & Burzette, 2007) . The opposing trajectories of increasing maturity in normal personality and decreasing severity of PDs across the life span suggests that these processes may reflect a single mechanism (Wright, Pincus, & Lenzenweger, 2011) , with the environment pulling for more adaptive personalities while driving down PD. Consequently, it may be beneficial to look at change in the systems together.
Ipsative studies of normal personality have supported a personfocused approach to understanding change processes such as the maturity principle. Individuals with more mature personalities tend to be more stable over time, supporting the notion that maturity lessens pressure for future change (Donnellan et al., 2007) . Further supporting the maturity principle, ipsative longitudinal studies generally suggest that systemic change is attributable to shifts in severity rather than style (De Fruyt, Van Leeuwen, Bagby, Rolland, & Rouillon, 2006) . Nevertheless, although individuals may vary widely in style change, the central tendency is little to no change on this metric (Robins, Fraley, Roberts, & Trzesniewski, 2001 ). On the other hand, severity change tends to be consistently significant across samples (De Fruyt, Bartels, et al., 2006) . These findings support the utility of system-focused analyses for differentiating severity and style change.
The current study was designed to integrate an ipsative research approach with a severity/maturity and style change conceptualization for both PD and normal personality. We examined the extent to which PDs and normal personality change over time, and the extent to which change reflected shifts in severity or style change.
Previous ipsative work has been limited to single assessment methods. Yet, stability of PD ratings has already shown to be impacted by assessment method, such that self-report measures may show greater consistency than those completed via interview (Samuel et al., 2011) . Therefore, a secondary goal of the study was to explore differences in ipsative change when PD symptoms were rated via self-report as compared with structured interview.
Method Sample
Our sample consisted of 250 undergraduate students who completed all three assessments in the Longitudinal Study of Personality Disorders (LSPD; Lenzenweger, 1999) . Extensive detail regarding sample characteristics and study procedures are available elsewhere (Lenzenweger, 2006) .
Procedure
Participants were assessed during their first, second, and fourth years in undergraduate education. The mean time between baseline and final assessment was 2.82 years (SD ϭ 0.23). The same self-report and structured interview measures were completed at each assessment.
Measures
Personality pathology was measured using both self-report and interview measures. Participants were interviewed about their personality pathology using the International Personality Disorder Examination (IPDE; Loranger et al., 1994) . All interviewers were trained in the use of the IPDE by both Armand W. Loranger and Mark F. Lenzenweger. The IPDE provides indicators of categorical Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Third Edition, Revised (DSM-III-R; American Psychiatric Association, 1987) PD diagnoses as well as measures of PD features and dimensional scores for each PD. All interviews were conducted by supervised clinicians. During data collection, all 13 PDs recognized by the DSM-III-R were assessed; however, our analyses were limited to those PDs retained in DSM-5.
Participants reported their own personality pathology using the 175-item Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-II (MCMI-II; Choca & Van Denburg, 1997; Millon, 1987) . The MCMI-II is a true-false formatted inventory that uses a PD model related to the DSM-III-R model of PDs. As with the IPDE, originally all 13 DSM-III-R PDs were assessed; however, we have retained only those present in DSM-5.
Normal personality was measured using the NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI; Costa & McCrae, 1985) . The NEO-PI is designed to assess participants on the five-factor model factors:
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Extraversion, Neuroticism, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness.
Analytic Strategy
All scales were standardized before analysis. Total change in profiles was calculated using Cronbach and Gleser's (1953) D 2 , which is calculated as the sum of the squared differences between the component scales of a profile. D 2 is nondirectional and represents changes in elevation, scatter, and shape. Severity and style change for all measures were calculated using Cronbach and Gleser's (1953) equations for elevation change and shape change, respectively. Elevation change is the difference in means of an individual's profiles between time points, squared to be nondirectional. A profile's shape (D "2 ) 1 is calculated by removing both elevation and scatter (D '2 ), which is the standard deviation from the profile's mean, divided by the square root of the number of dimensions in the profile.
After profile change scores were calculated, we then regressed total change on severity and style change separately for interviewer-assessed and self-reported PD, as well as normal personality. Next, we regressed total change on severity and style change together for each of the PD and personality measures. Analyses were rerun checking for influence of sex, probable PD status (see Table S1 in the online supplemental materials for correlations), and nonnormal distributions, with none of these modifying the interpretation of results. Additionally, the pattern of change found between baseline and the two follow-up assessments resulted in largely similar results with identical interpretation. Therefore, we report change from baseline to final assessment for conciseness. Finally, to better understand the different metrics of profile change, we correlated these metrics with Axis I diagnosis and treatment-seeking.
Results
Extensive details on the sociodemographic, psychopathology, and other characteristics of the LSPD sample are available elsewhere (Lenzenweger, 2006) . To better understand severity and style change, see Figures S1-S3 in the online supplemental materials for visuals and description. Although we used elevation squared to accord with our outcome of total change, average severity decreased for both measures of PD and normal personality (Table 1) . Our mean PD style stability (i.e., q-correlation) for the self-report measure (mean r q ϭ .68) was slightly higher than, and interviewer-rated change (mean r q ϭ .53) similar to, a previous estimate by clinicians rating their clients (mean r q ϭ .55; Samuel & Widiger, 2011) . Interviewer-rated PD showed modest stylistic change, although values for self-rated PD and normal personality suggested much greater stability in style. Effect sizes (Cohen's d) for severity and style change were moderate for both PD measures and low for the personality measure. Correlations between change metrics can be found in Table 2 . Baseline severity of interviewerrated PD was correlated with total, severity, and style change in interviewer-rated PD, but was not correlated with self-reported PD change (Table 3) . Correlations with quasi-outcome measures can also be found in Table 3 .
For interviewer-rated PD, severity and style each predicted total change separately, as well as together (Table 4) . However, R 2 values suggest that total change in interviewer-rated PD reflected mostly a change in severity (total number of criteria) rather than style (shift in which criteria were met).
For self-rated PD, both severity and style change predicted total change (Table 4 ). The R 2 values suggested that self-reported total PD change was due to both change in severity and style; however, total change accounted for favored stylistic changes somewhat.
For self-rated normal personality, total change was again predicted by both maturity (i.e., severity) and style change (Table 4 ). The R 2 values suggest that total change in selfreported normal personality was mostly accounted for by maturity. Notably, maturity and style change account for much less of the variance in normal personality change than they do for both assessments of PD.
Discussion
Recent research in both PD and normal personality development, such as the maturity principle, suggests that these systems change as multidimensional systems rather than individual constructs. Our results were somewhat consistent with these findings. Overall, severity change was a unique predictor of total change across both methods of PD assessment and normal personality. That is, a significant portion of personality pathology change over time can be explained by a unitary reduction in symptom magnitude across all PDs (or a decline in relevant normative traits). However, we also detected significant stylistic change, particularly for normal personality and self-reported PD. This means that, in addition to general change across individual PDs and personality factors, the individual personality and PD constructs did shift independently. Together, our findings argue for the importance of considering systemic change for both PD change and normal personality development research; a large portion of the clinical and developmental picture is missed when the unit of analysis is a single PD or personality construct. Nevertheless, they do not preclude further investigation into the causes of changes in individual PDs and personality factors. There have been only a handful 1 D "2 is a linear transformation of a q-correlation. Note. PD ϭ personality disorder. Twenty participants had no change (reflecting scores of 0 at each wave). When included, the descriptive statistics for the q-correlations suggest greater stability in shape (M r ϭ 0.95, SD ϭ 0.91, range ϭ 0 -3.02). a These values were based on n ϭ 230 who had some variability across waves.
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of studies of ipsative change in PD and normal personality, and no study we are aware of has examined ipsative change in both systems. We found moderate rates of severity decline across the ϳ3 years of the study for both self-reported and interviewerassessed PD. This is similar to previous reported patterns of decline in this and other prospective studies of PD, but with the effect averaged across PDs. Severity change in normal personality traits was markedly lower, indicating higher stability in these features. Similarly, higher stability in style was observed for normal personality traits. In terms of decomposing total change into severity/maturity and style, our results exhibit both convergence and divergence from previous research. Several existing studies of personality change in children and adolescents (De Bolle et al., 2009) , with a range of different assessment periods (range ϭ 6 -36 months), reported that change primarily reflected change in profile elevation (i.e., maturity) and scatter, rather than shape (i.e., style). Congruent with previous work, we found that severity contributed significantly and uniquely to total profile change in our normal personality measure (and both our PD measures as well). However, we found that style change accounted for roughly as much variance as maturity change.
One reason for the discrepancy is that, although both our and previous work relied on Cronbach and Gleser's (1953) indices, our approach to severity is distinct. In Cronbach and Gleser's frame, total change (D 2 ) represents an amalgamation of elevation, scatter, and shape change. Elevation is removed to examine scatter and shape change (D' 2 ). Scatter can then be removed to have an index of pure shape change (D"
2 ). In previous work (DeFruyt, Bartels, et al., 2006) , authors compared the percentage of their samples that evidenced significant change on each of these metrics. If a larger proportion of individuals change on D 2 relative to the other two metrics, they argued that this can be presumably attributed to elevation change. Similarly, differences in the proportion of significant change on D' 2 relative to D" 2 can be attributed to scatter or shape. Thus, they did not use an unambiguous measure of elevation change, but rather a complex measure that included other types of change. Because the focus of the current study was the direct examination of the unique impact of severity and style on total change, we isolated elevation change from the other indices, and treated D 2 as our measure of total profile change. In addition, whereas previous work compared the frequency of significant change in elevation, scatter, and shape, our aim was to understand the extent to which elevation and shape, treated as continuous metrics of profile features, predicted total change. Accordingly, we elected not to follow the proportional approach because we were seeking a more quantitatively pure measure of elevation/severity change. We recommend that future work interested in disentangling portions of a profile also follow this approach.
Our findings of distinct severity and style change is in line with studies suggesting a bifactor structure of PD. Sharp and colleagues (2015) performed a series of factor analyses on interviewer-rated PD scores of inpatients. They found a general factor linked to criteria from six of the DSM-5's Section II PDs (schizotypal, antisocial, narcissistic, borderline, avoidant, and obsessive- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
compulsive), along with specific factors for all of the PDs with the exception of borderline PD, which mostly loaded onto the general factor. The authors interpreted this general factor as a dimension of general severity in PD. Hopwood and colleagues (2011) also extracted a first component of PD features in a clinical sample, which was similarly devoid of stylistic features. This general factor was a better predictor of role impairment and dysfunction than any factors representing style of pathology expression. As would be predicted from this multidimensional conceptualization of PDs, those with more of the general PD factor tend to have more overall dysfunction writ large (Williams, Scalco, & Simms, 2017) . Our analytic approach allowed us to deconstruct individual profiles and extract a shared severity component that predicted total PD change. This is conceptually similar to the general factor reported by previous investigators using factor analytic techniques. That a severity component could be meaningfully extracted from a profile general factor of PD holds importance not only for understanding cross-sectional patterns of diagnostic covariation (i.e., comorbidity), but the shared pattern of change across diagnoses; covariation in patterns of development and change. Although we couch our findings in this interpretation of the general factor of PD, the issue of how best to understand the shared core of personality pathology is a matter of ongoing debate (Oltmanns, Smith, Oltmanns, & Widiger, 2018; Pettersson et al., 2014) . A primary takeaway from the research of Sharp et al. (2015) , Hopwood et al. (2011) , and others is that PDs can be understood in terms of shared variance (i.e., severity/impairment) and unique variance (i.e., stylistic features). Severity and style have proven difficult to distinguish empirically and conceptually. One such attempt is DSM-5's Section III alternate model of PDs. Criterion A of this model states that individuals must have at least moderate impairment in their self (e.g., identity disturbance) and interpersonal (e.g., lack of empathy) functioning. Consequently, this represents an attempt to differentiate severity and style diagnostically. The present study was an attempt to do what the DSM-5 alternate model of PDs aspired to do, using profile decomposition and ipsative change analyses rather than separate criteria and measures. As noted earlier, empirical measures of Criteria A and B share considerable amounts of variance (Few et al., 2013) , whereas our methodology creates orthogonal scores of severity and style at each wave. Our finding that the impact of severity and style change on total change seems to differ by assessment methodology validates earlier concerns that longitudinal studies of personality pathology and normal personality may suffer from a confounding of real change with method effects (Morey & Hopwood, 2013) . Across our two self-report measures, changes in style accounted for a large amount of variance in total change in both PD and normal personality. Yet, interviewer-assessed PD was accounted for almost entirely by severity change. This pattern of results may reflect some amount of method variance: Self-reporters may have access to and consider different information than that available to outside observers (Vazire, 2010) , including interviewers. It is important to note that, as a feature of the LSPD data collection, no interviewer ever interviewed the same participant more than one time (Lenzenweger, 2006) . Consequently, there is very little chance that, as is the case with self-report, information gained via interview was shared between the two assessments. This maximizes the importance of our discrepant findings: We can be confident that the different assessment methods are as distinct as possible.
Existing research asserts the superiority of self-report for measuring traits composed of mostly nonobservable behaviors (Vazire, 2010) . It is possible that self-report measures tend to emphasize those aspects of personality that are unobservable but available to the self (e.g., motivation), which are of interest to investigators and much easier to assess via questionnaire than through resourceintensive interview. Indeed, Samuel and colleagues (2011) , who also found differences in PD stability estimates between interview and self-report, speculated that this discrepancy may result from interviews being more focused on discrete behaviors and selfreport reflecting broader traits. This is not to say that self-report assessments are necessarily more correct than other forms of assessment; however, an individual does have a particular perspective that is at least somewhat distinct from that of an informant or interviewer. Indeed, the accuracy of self-report assessments might be particularly limited when completed by individuals with limited insight, such as those with borderline PD (Klonsky & Oltmanns, 2002) .
Although self-reporters may have access to more detailed information about their own behavior, trained interviewers likely have a more accurate understanding of thresholds for symptom severity and functional impairment. In line with this view, symptom counts from self-report may be higher than those resulting from clinical interviews, at least for borderline PD (Hopwood et al., 2008) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Nevertheless, dimensional, self-report measures of PD have been shown to be more stable than interviewer-rated PD, suggesting that even if symptom counts are inflated, this may not result in more change over time (Samuel et al., 2011) . As discussed earlier, interviewers are often tasked to consider the impairment to individuals resulting from their behaviors rather than the simple presence or absence of particular behaviors. Indeed, much of the task of the administering interviewer is to differentiate behavior that is consistent with a criterion but "within normal limits" from behavior that is, in fact, a source of impairment in functioning. From this angle, our findings of stronger relationships between severity change in structured interview over self-report are perhaps not surprising; most of the task of the interviewer is wrapped up in a judgment of severity-style is of lesser consideration. It is also possible that the format of the interview and self-report questionnaires may contribute to our findings, as structured interviews tend to have fewer items per construct assessed (Samuel et al., 2011) , which may limit the ability of the assessment to detect style change.
Future research should examine the extent to which change assessed via informant reports differs with self-and interviewerrated change. Although informants such as friends or family members share with interviewers' lack of access to nonobservable behaviors, informants with close ties to their targets have been shown to be more reliable than self-ratings at assessing traits that are not easily observed but are easily evaluated (Vazire, 2010) . This finding does not extend to relationships of low acquaintance (Vazire & Mehl, 2008) , however, which is the typical level of knowledge held by an interviewer. However, unlike typical acquaintances, interviewers respond to their items with some level of expertise, so clinical ratings may still show important differences from those of lay informants.
Our sample was an undergraduate sample and thus may not reflect PD change in the general population. We note, however, that this sample was oversampled for psychopathology and has similar estimates of PD to population estimates (Lenzenweger, 1999) . In addition, the assessment period (M ϭ 2.82 years) may have impacted the relative magnitudes of severity and style change, a question for future studies. Although we used a structured interview for PD, we did not have a corresponding structured interview for normal personality. Such interviews exist (Trull & Widiger, 1997) , but are, unfortunately, rarely used. In addition, the MCMI-II has some degree of overlap of items within diagnoses, which could have impacted our estimates of change scores for this measure. The pattern of overlap in items reflects the well-known patterns of diagnostic covariation (e.g., relatively larger numbers of items overlap in the schizoid and avoidant scales [32%] relative to the obsessive-compulsive and avoidant scales [3%]). As a result, this might have introduced a confound such that elevation and style change would be more strongly correlated in selfreported PD relative to interviewer reported PD. Although this is a possibility, we are encouraged by the fact that the relevant correlation remained only modestly larger in self-reported (r ϭ .32) relative to other reported PD (r ϭ .10), and we controlled for the effect of each in our regression models predicting total change. Future research should replicate our findings with other self-report measures of PD that do not contain overlapping items by design. Finally, although we quantitatively deconstructed "change" into "severity" and "style" components, the current study did not identify factors that contribute to severity and style. Future research will be needed to more fully understand the psychological processes that constitute these indices of change.
Conclusion
Studies of ipsative change allow researchers to understand the extent to which PD and normal personality develop as systems. The current study examined the extent to which the development of PD symptoms and normal personality over time were driven by severity and stylistic changes. Our pattern of findings suggested that methodological effects influence predictors of total change. Self-report assessments captured both severity and style change, whereas structured interviews captured mostly severity change. We emphasize the heuristic value of these findings and encourage others with longitudinal data to explore the issues of stability and change from the ipsative vantage point. Unraveling the mechanisms underlying PD and normal personality development (i.e., the causes of change) remains another important goal. Finally, we note that we anticipate reassessing all of the subjects from the original LSPD in the coming years. These anticipated data will provide an even richer window through which to study ipsative stability, covering a period of 25 years.
